DXARTS PH.D.

OVERVIEW

The primary focus of doctoral education in Digital Arts and Experimental Media is to create opportunities for artists to discover and document new knowledge and expertise at the most advanced levels higher education can offer. Creating new art is at the center of all activities in the program. The DXARTS Ph.D. is an intersection of creativity and research-oriented program of study requiring a substantial commitment to graduate-level study and reflection. The Ph.D. degree prepares artists to pursue original creative and technical research in Digital Arts and Experimental Media and pioneer lasting innovations on which future artists and scholars can build.

APPLICATION AND ADMISSION

Please see the [Graduate Admissions](https://dxarts.washington.edu/graduate-admissions) section of this site.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

Learn more about the [Degree Requirements here](https://dxarts.washington.edu/dxarts-phd/degree-requirements).

DEGREE TIMELINE

Learn more about the [Degree Timeline here](https://dxarts.washington.edu/dxarts-phd/degree-timeline).